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Superintelligent AI

Elon Musk

I think we should be very careful 
about AI. If I were to guess what 
our biggest existential threat is, 
it’s probably that. So we need to 
be very careful ...With AI we are 
summoning the demons.
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Superintelligent AI

Bill Gates

I am in the camp that is 
concerned about super 
intelligence..

I agree with Elon Musk and 
some others on this and don't 
understand why some people 
are not concerned.
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Listen to the Experts!
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But Which Experts?
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But Which Experts?

Rodney Brooks
“ Nothing could be further from the truth. Almost all innovations in
robotics and AI take far, far, longer to be really widely deployed than
people in the field and outside the field imagine.”
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The Newcomb Disclaimer

Simon Newcomb
(22 October 1903)

May not our mechanicians. . . be
ultimately forced to admit that
aerial flight is one of the great
class of problems with which
man can never cope, and give
up all attempts to grapple with
it?
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The Newcomb Disclaimer

The Wright Flyer
(17 December 1903)

The first controlled, sus-
tained flight of a powered,
heavier-than-air aircraft
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What is Artificial Intelligence?
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“Intelligent” Chess Playing (18th Century)

Mechanical Turk
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Automated Therapy (1960s)
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“Real” Intelligent Chess Playing (1990s)
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Very Intelligent Game Playing (2016)
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An Intelligent Virtual Assistant? (2022)
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Can Machines Think?

Jerome Wiesner
Special Assistant to the US
President for Science and
Technology

I suspect that if we come
back in 4 to 5 years I’ll say, sure,
they really do think.
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The Source of the Excitement?
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Machine Learning
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Deep Learning
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The Real Surprise Underlying Deep Learning

Adnan Darwiche

Some tasks, typically as-
sociated with perception or
cognition can be approximated
to a reasonable extent by fitting
functions to data.
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Knowledge Representation and Reasoning

▶ Finding appropriate ways of representing knowledge about a
given domain of interest

▶ Developing methods to derive implicit consequences from
explicitly represented information

The dominant approach is logic-based
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Logic-Based Reasoning

1. Birds fly

2. Birds have wings

3. Birds have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds
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Logic-Based Reasoning

1. Birds fly

2. Birds have wings

3. Birds have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

▶ Robins fly

▶ Robins have wings

▶ Robins have 4 toes
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Logic-Based Reasoning

1. Birds fly

2. Birds have wings

3. Birds have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

5. Penguins are birds

6. Penguins don’t fly
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Logic-Based Reasoning
1. Birds fly

2. Birds have wings

3. Birds have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

5. Penguins are birds

6. Penguins don’t fly

There are no penguins!
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Reasoning via SAT solving

Truth Tables!

p q p → q ¬q p ∧ (p → q) ∧ (¬q)
F F T T F
F T T F F
T F F T F
T T T F F

Proving that q is an implicit consequence of p and p → q
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SAT solving

▶ The (p-q)-example: 2 boolean variables and 4 truth table rows
▶ Bird example: 6 boolean variables and 26 = 64 truth table rows
▶ SAT solving is intractable
▶ The satisfiability problem is NP-complete
▶ Modern SAT solvers can handle problems with

hundreds of thousands of boolean variables!
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Reasoning about Knowledge

1. At least one of you has
mud on his face

2. Do you know whether you
have mud on your face?

3. No, No, No
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Reasoning about Knowledge

(Dynamic Epistemic Logic)

1. At least one of you has
mud on his face

2. Do you know whether you
have mud on your face?

3. No, No, No

4. Do you know whether you
have mud on your face?

5. Yes, Yes, No
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Defeasible Reasoning
1. Birds fly

2. Birds have wings

3. Birds have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

5. Penguins are birds

6. Penguins don’t fly

There are no penguins!
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Defeasible Reasoning

1. Birds usually fly

2. Birds usually have wings

3. Birds usually have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

5. Penguins are birds

6. Penguins usually don’t fly
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Defeasible Reasoning
1. Birds usually fly

2. Birds usually have wings

3. Birds usually have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

5. Penguins are birds

6. Penguins usually don’t fly

▶ Robins usually fly

▶ Robins usually have wings

▶ Robins usually have 4 toes
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Defeasible Reasoning
1. Birds usually fly

2. Birds usually have wings

3. Birds usually have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

5. Penguins are birds

6. Penguins usually don’t fly

▶ Penguins usually fly?

▶ Penguins usually have wings?

▶ Penguins usually have 4 toes?
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Presumptive Reasoning
1. Birds usually fly

2. Birds usually have wings

3. Birds usually have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

5. Penguins are birds

6. Penguins usually don’t fly

▶ Penguins usually fly? ✗

▶ Penguins usually have wings? ✓
▶ Penguins usually have 4 toes? ✓
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Prototypical Reasoning
1. Birds usually fly

2. Birds usually have wings

3. Birds usually have 4 toes

4. Robins are birds

5. Penguins are birds

6. Penguins usually don’t fly

▶ Penguins usually fly? ✗
▶ Penguins usually have wings? ✗
▶ Penguins usually have 4 toes? ✗
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Defeasible Reasoning

Douglas Adams

“We demand rigidly defined
areas of doubt and uncertainty”

1. An ongoing area of
research

2. There are different modes
of defeasible reasoning

3. It can be reduced to SAT
solving!
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Beyond SAT solving
1. HoDs are lecturers

2. HoDs don’t have a lecturer as a
line manager

3. Lecturers usually have a line
manager that is an HoD

4. HoDs are usually responsible

5. Lecturers are usually overworked

▶ Are HoDs usually overworked?

▶ Do lecturers usually have
responsible line managers?
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KR and ML

1. Machine Learning is good
at learning

2. KR is good at drawing
conclusions

3. ML tools tend to be
opaque (black boxes)
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KR and ML

1. Machine Learning is good
at learning

2. KR is good at drawing
conclusions

3. ML tools tend to be
opaque (black boxes)

4. KR tools tend to be
transparent (glass boxes)
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Explanation

1. Some machine learning
classifiers can be compiled
into Boolean formulas

2. Boolean formulas can be
compiled into Boolean
circuits

3. Boolean circuits can be
used for explanation

4. Here is a Boolean formula
compiled into an OBDD

On The Reasons Behind Decisions1

Adnan Darwiche2 and Auguste Hirth3

Abstract. Recent work has shown that some common machine
learning classifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that have
the same input-output behavior. We present a theory for unveiling the
reasons behind the decisions made by Boolean classifiers and study
some of its theoretical and practical implications. We define notions
such as sufficient, necessary and complete reasons behind decisions,
in addition to classifier and decision bias. We show how these notions
can be used to evaluate counterfactual statements such as “a decision
will stick even if . . . because . . . .” We present efficient algorithms
for computing these notions, which are based on new advances on
tractable Boolean circuits, and illustrate them using a case study.

1 Introduction

Recent work has shown that some common machine learning clas-
sifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that make the same
decisions. This includes Bayesian network classifiers with discrete
features [2, 31] and some types of neural networks [32, 3]. Proposals
were also extended to explain and verify these numeric classifiers by
operating on their compiled circuits [30, 29]. We extend this previous
work by proposing a theory for reasoning about the decisions made
by classifiers and discus its theoretical and practical implications.

In the proposed theory, a classifier is a Boolean function. Its vari-
ables are called features, a particular input is called an instance and
the function output on some instance is called a decision. If the func-
tion outputs 1 on an instance, the instance and decision are said to
be positive; otherwise, they are negative. Figure 1 depicts a clas-
sifier (C1) for college admission, represented as an Ordered Binary
Decision Diagram (OBDD) [1]. This OBDD was compiled from the
Bayesian network (BN) classifier in Figure 2 using the algorithm
in [31]. The OBDD is guaranteed to make the same decision as the
BN classifier on every instance (same input-output behavior).

Our main goal is to explain the decisions made by a classifier on
specific instances by way of providing various insights into what
caused these decisions. Consider Susan who passed the entrance
exam, is a first-time applicant, has no work experience and a high
GPA. Susan will be admitted by classifier C1 depicted in Figure 1.
She also comes from a rich hometown and will be admitted by clas-
sifier C2 depicted in the same figure. We can say that Susan was ad-
mitted by classifier C1 because she passed the entrance exam and
has a high GPA. We can also say that one reason why classifier C2

admitted Susan is that she passed the entrance exam and has a high
GPA (there are other reasons in this case). Moreover, we can say
that classifier C2 would still admit Susan even if she did not have a
high GPA because she passed the entrance exam and comes from

1 Will appear in proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Intel-
ligence (ECAI), Spain 2020.

2 University of California, Los Angeles, email: darwiche@cs.ucla.edu
3 University of California, Los Angeles, email: ahirth@cs.ucla.edu

Figure 1. OBDD C1 (left) and OBDD C2 (right). To classify an instance,
we start at the root OBDD node and repeat the following. If the feature we

are at is positive, we follow the solid edge, otherwise the dotted edge.

Figure 2. The structure of a Bayesian network classifier.

a rich hometown. Finally, we can say that classifier C2 is biased as
it can make biased decisions: ones that are based on protected fea-
tures. For example, it will make different decisions on two applicants
who have the same characteristics except that one comes from a rich
hometown and the other does not. We will also show that one can
sometimes prove classifier bias by inspecting the reasons behind one
of its unbiased decisions.

We will give formal definitions and justifications for the state-
ments exemplified above and show how to compute them algorith-
mically. As far as semantics, the main tool we will employ is the
classical notion of prime implicants [6, 25, 21, 26]. On the computa-
tional side, we will exploit tractable Boolean circuits [9] while pro-
viding some new fundamental results that further extend the reach of
these circuits to computing explanations.

This paper is structured as follows. We review prime implicants in
Section 2. We follow by introducing the notions of sufficient, nec-
essary and complete reasons in Sections 3–5. Counterfactual state-
ments about decisions are discussed in Section 6, followed by a dis-
cussion of decision and classifier bias in Section 7. We dedicate Sec-
tion 8 to algorithms that compute the introduced notions while illus-
trating them using a case study in Section 9. We finally close with
some concluding remarks in Section 10.
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Explanation

Student

▶ Passed the entrance exam

▶ First time applicant

▶ No work experience

▶ High GPA

On The Reasons Behind Decisions1

Adnan Darwiche2 and Auguste Hirth3

Abstract. Recent work has shown that some common machine
learning classifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that have
the same input-output behavior. We present a theory for unveiling the
reasons behind the decisions made by Boolean classifiers and study
some of its theoretical and practical implications. We define notions
such as sufficient, necessary and complete reasons behind decisions,
in addition to classifier and decision bias. We show how these notions
can be used to evaluate counterfactual statements such as “a decision
will stick even if . . . because . . . .” We present efficient algorithms
for computing these notions, which are based on new advances on
tractable Boolean circuits, and illustrate them using a case study.

1 Introduction

Recent work has shown that some common machine learning clas-
sifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that make the same
decisions. This includes Bayesian network classifiers with discrete
features [2, 31] and some types of neural networks [32, 3]. Proposals
were also extended to explain and verify these numeric classifiers by
operating on their compiled circuits [30, 29]. We extend this previous
work by proposing a theory for reasoning about the decisions made
by classifiers and discus its theoretical and practical implications.

In the proposed theory, a classifier is a Boolean function. Its vari-
ables are called features, a particular input is called an instance and
the function output on some instance is called a decision. If the func-
tion outputs 1 on an instance, the instance and decision are said to
be positive; otherwise, they are negative. Figure 1 depicts a clas-
sifier (C1) for college admission, represented as an Ordered Binary
Decision Diagram (OBDD) [1]. This OBDD was compiled from the
Bayesian network (BN) classifier in Figure 2 using the algorithm
in [31]. The OBDD is guaranteed to make the same decision as the
BN classifier on every instance (same input-output behavior).

Our main goal is to explain the decisions made by a classifier on
specific instances by way of providing various insights into what
caused these decisions. Consider Susan who passed the entrance
exam, is a first-time applicant, has no work experience and a high
GPA. Susan will be admitted by classifier C1 depicted in Figure 1.
She also comes from a rich hometown and will be admitted by clas-
sifier C2 depicted in the same figure. We can say that Susan was ad-
mitted by classifier C1 because she passed the entrance exam and
has a high GPA. We can also say that one reason why classifier C2

admitted Susan is that she passed the entrance exam and has a high
GPA (there are other reasons in this case). Moreover, we can say
that classifier C2 would still admit Susan even if she did not have a
high GPA because she passed the entrance exam and comes from

1 Will appear in proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Intel-
ligence (ECAI), Spain 2020.

2 University of California, Los Angeles, email: darwiche@cs.ucla.edu
3 University of California, Los Angeles, email: ahirth@cs.ucla.edu

Figure 1. OBDD C1 (left) and OBDD C2 (right). To classify an instance,
we start at the root OBDD node and repeat the following. If the feature we

are at is positive, we follow the solid edge, otherwise the dotted edge.

Figure 2. The structure of a Bayesian network classifier.

a rich hometown. Finally, we can say that classifier C2 is biased as
it can make biased decisions: ones that are based on protected fea-
tures. For example, it will make different decisions on two applicants
who have the same characteristics except that one comes from a rich
hometown and the other does not. We will also show that one can
sometimes prove classifier bias by inspecting the reasons behind one
of its unbiased decisions.

We will give formal definitions and justifications for the state-
ments exemplified above and show how to compute them algorith-
mically. As far as semantics, the main tool we will employ is the
classical notion of prime implicants [6, 25, 21, 26]. On the computa-
tional side, we will exploit tractable Boolean circuits [9] while pro-
viding some new fundamental results that further extend the reach of
these circuits to computing explanations.

This paper is structured as follows. We review prime implicants in
Section 2. We follow by introducing the notions of sufficient, nec-
essary and complete reasons in Sections 3–5. Counterfactual state-
ments about decisions are discussed in Section 6, followed by a dis-
cussion of decision and classifier bias in Section 7. We dedicate Sec-
tion 8 to algorithms that compute the introduced notions while illus-
trating them using a case study in Section 9. We finally close with
some concluding remarks in Section 10.
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Explanation

Student

▶ Passed the entrance exam

▶ First time applicant

▶ No work experience

▶ High GPA

Reason for admission

▶ Passed the entrance exam

▶ High GPA

On The Reasons Behind Decisions1

Adnan Darwiche2 and Auguste Hirth3

Abstract. Recent work has shown that some common machine
learning classifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that have
the same input-output behavior. We present a theory for unveiling the
reasons behind the decisions made by Boolean classifiers and study
some of its theoretical and practical implications. We define notions
such as sufficient, necessary and complete reasons behind decisions,
in addition to classifier and decision bias. We show how these notions
can be used to evaluate counterfactual statements such as “a decision
will stick even if . . . because . . . .” We present efficient algorithms
for computing these notions, which are based on new advances on
tractable Boolean circuits, and illustrate them using a case study.

1 Introduction

Recent work has shown that some common machine learning clas-
sifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that make the same
decisions. This includes Bayesian network classifiers with discrete
features [2, 31] and some types of neural networks [32, 3]. Proposals
were also extended to explain and verify these numeric classifiers by
operating on their compiled circuits [30, 29]. We extend this previous
work by proposing a theory for reasoning about the decisions made
by classifiers and discus its theoretical and practical implications.

In the proposed theory, a classifier is a Boolean function. Its vari-
ables are called features, a particular input is called an instance and
the function output on some instance is called a decision. If the func-
tion outputs 1 on an instance, the instance and decision are said to
be positive; otherwise, they are negative. Figure 1 depicts a clas-
sifier (C1) for college admission, represented as an Ordered Binary
Decision Diagram (OBDD) [1]. This OBDD was compiled from the
Bayesian network (BN) classifier in Figure 2 using the algorithm
in [31]. The OBDD is guaranteed to make the same decision as the
BN classifier on every instance (same input-output behavior).

Our main goal is to explain the decisions made by a classifier on
specific instances by way of providing various insights into what
caused these decisions. Consider Susan who passed the entrance
exam, is a first-time applicant, has no work experience and a high
GPA. Susan will be admitted by classifier C1 depicted in Figure 1.
She also comes from a rich hometown and will be admitted by clas-
sifier C2 depicted in the same figure. We can say that Susan was ad-
mitted by classifier C1 because she passed the entrance exam and
has a high GPA. We can also say that one reason why classifier C2

admitted Susan is that she passed the entrance exam and has a high
GPA (there are other reasons in this case). Moreover, we can say
that classifier C2 would still admit Susan even if she did not have a
high GPA because she passed the entrance exam and comes from

1 Will appear in proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Intel-
ligence (ECAI), Spain 2020.

2 University of California, Los Angeles, email: darwiche@cs.ucla.edu
3 University of California, Los Angeles, email: ahirth@cs.ucla.edu

Figure 1. OBDD C1 (left) and OBDD C2 (right). To classify an instance,
we start at the root OBDD node and repeat the following. If the feature we

are at is positive, we follow the solid edge, otherwise the dotted edge.

Figure 2. The structure of a Bayesian network classifier.

a rich hometown. Finally, we can say that classifier C2 is biased as
it can make biased decisions: ones that are based on protected fea-
tures. For example, it will make different decisions on two applicants
who have the same characteristics except that one comes from a rich
hometown and the other does not. We will also show that one can
sometimes prove classifier bias by inspecting the reasons behind one
of its unbiased decisions.

We will give formal definitions and justifications for the state-
ments exemplified above and show how to compute them algorith-
mically. As far as semantics, the main tool we will employ is the
classical notion of prime implicants [6, 25, 21, 26]. On the computa-
tional side, we will exploit tractable Boolean circuits [9] while pro-
viding some new fundamental results that further extend the reach of
these circuits to computing explanations.

This paper is structured as follows. We review prime implicants in
Section 2. We follow by introducing the notions of sufficient, nec-
essary and complete reasons in Sections 3–5. Counterfactual state-
ments about decisions are discussed in Section 6, followed by a dis-
cussion of decision and classifier bias in Section 7. We dedicate Sec-
tion 8 to algorithms that compute the introduced notions while illus-
trating them using a case study in Section 9. We finally close with
some concluding remarks in Section 10.
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Explanation

Student

▶ Passed the entrance exam

▶ First time applicant

▶ No work experience

▶ High GPA

▶ Rich hometown

On The Reasons Behind Decisions1

Adnan Darwiche2 and Auguste Hirth3

Abstract. Recent work has shown that some common machine
learning classifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that have
the same input-output behavior. We present a theory for unveiling the
reasons behind the decisions made by Boolean classifiers and study
some of its theoretical and practical implications. We define notions
such as sufficient, necessary and complete reasons behind decisions,
in addition to classifier and decision bias. We show how these notions
can be used to evaluate counterfactual statements such as “a decision
will stick even if . . . because . . . .” We present efficient algorithms
for computing these notions, which are based on new advances on
tractable Boolean circuits, and illustrate them using a case study.

1 Introduction

Recent work has shown that some common machine learning clas-
sifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that make the same
decisions. This includes Bayesian network classifiers with discrete
features [2, 31] and some types of neural networks [32, 3]. Proposals
were also extended to explain and verify these numeric classifiers by
operating on their compiled circuits [30, 29]. We extend this previous
work by proposing a theory for reasoning about the decisions made
by classifiers and discus its theoretical and practical implications.

In the proposed theory, a classifier is a Boolean function. Its vari-
ables are called features, a particular input is called an instance and
the function output on some instance is called a decision. If the func-
tion outputs 1 on an instance, the instance and decision are said to
be positive; otherwise, they are negative. Figure 1 depicts a clas-
sifier (C1) for college admission, represented as an Ordered Binary
Decision Diagram (OBDD) [1]. This OBDD was compiled from the
Bayesian network (BN) classifier in Figure 2 using the algorithm
in [31]. The OBDD is guaranteed to make the same decision as the
BN classifier on every instance (same input-output behavior).

Our main goal is to explain the decisions made by a classifier on
specific instances by way of providing various insights into what
caused these decisions. Consider Susan who passed the entrance
exam, is a first-time applicant, has no work experience and a high
GPA. Susan will be admitted by classifier C1 depicted in Figure 1.
She also comes from a rich hometown and will be admitted by clas-
sifier C2 depicted in the same figure. We can say that Susan was ad-
mitted by classifier C1 because she passed the entrance exam and
has a high GPA. We can also say that one reason why classifier C2

admitted Susan is that she passed the entrance exam and has a high
GPA (there are other reasons in this case). Moreover, we can say
that classifier C2 would still admit Susan even if she did not have a
high GPA because she passed the entrance exam and comes from

1 Will appear in proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Intel-
ligence (ECAI), Spain 2020.

2 University of California, Los Angeles, email: darwiche@cs.ucla.edu
3 University of California, Los Angeles, email: ahirth@cs.ucla.edu

Figure 1. OBDD C1 (left) and OBDD C2 (right). To classify an instance,
we start at the root OBDD node and repeat the following. If the feature we

are at is positive, we follow the solid edge, otherwise the dotted edge.

Figure 2. The structure of a Bayesian network classifier.

a rich hometown. Finally, we can say that classifier C2 is biased as
it can make biased decisions: ones that are based on protected fea-
tures. For example, it will make different decisions on two applicants
who have the same characteristics except that one comes from a rich
hometown and the other does not. We will also show that one can
sometimes prove classifier bias by inspecting the reasons behind one
of its unbiased decisions.

We will give formal definitions and justifications for the state-
ments exemplified above and show how to compute them algorith-
mically. As far as semantics, the main tool we will employ is the
classical notion of prime implicants [6, 25, 21, 26]. On the computa-
tional side, we will exploit tractable Boolean circuits [9] while pro-
viding some new fundamental results that further extend the reach of
these circuits to computing explanations.

This paper is structured as follows. We review prime implicants in
Section 2. We follow by introducing the notions of sufficient, nec-
essary and complete reasons in Sections 3–5. Counterfactual state-
ments about decisions are discussed in Section 6, followed by a dis-
cussion of decision and classifier bias in Section 7. We dedicate Sec-
tion 8 to algorithms that compute the introduced notions while illus-
trating them using a case study in Section 9. We finally close with
some concluding remarks in Section 10.
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Explanation

Student

▶ Passed the entrance exam

▶ First time applicant

▶ No work experience

▶ High GPA

▶ Rich hometown

Reason for admission

▶ Passed the entrance exam

▶ High GPA

On The Reasons Behind Decisions1

Adnan Darwiche2 and Auguste Hirth3

Abstract. Recent work has shown that some common machine
learning classifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that have
the same input-output behavior. We present a theory for unveiling the
reasons behind the decisions made by Boolean classifiers and study
some of its theoretical and practical implications. We define notions
such as sufficient, necessary and complete reasons behind decisions,
in addition to classifier and decision bias. We show how these notions
can be used to evaluate counterfactual statements such as “a decision
will stick even if . . . because . . . .” We present efficient algorithms
for computing these notions, which are based on new advances on
tractable Boolean circuits, and illustrate them using a case study.

1 Introduction

Recent work has shown that some common machine learning clas-
sifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that make the same
decisions. This includes Bayesian network classifiers with discrete
features [2, 31] and some types of neural networks [32, 3]. Proposals
were also extended to explain and verify these numeric classifiers by
operating on their compiled circuits [30, 29]. We extend this previous
work by proposing a theory for reasoning about the decisions made
by classifiers and discus its theoretical and practical implications.

In the proposed theory, a classifier is a Boolean function. Its vari-
ables are called features, a particular input is called an instance and
the function output on some instance is called a decision. If the func-
tion outputs 1 on an instance, the instance and decision are said to
be positive; otherwise, they are negative. Figure 1 depicts a clas-
sifier (C1) for college admission, represented as an Ordered Binary
Decision Diagram (OBDD) [1]. This OBDD was compiled from the
Bayesian network (BN) classifier in Figure 2 using the algorithm
in [31]. The OBDD is guaranteed to make the same decision as the
BN classifier on every instance (same input-output behavior).

Our main goal is to explain the decisions made by a classifier on
specific instances by way of providing various insights into what
caused these decisions. Consider Susan who passed the entrance
exam, is a first-time applicant, has no work experience and a high
GPA. Susan will be admitted by classifier C1 depicted in Figure 1.
She also comes from a rich hometown and will be admitted by clas-
sifier C2 depicted in the same figure. We can say that Susan was ad-
mitted by classifier C1 because she passed the entrance exam and
has a high GPA. We can also say that one reason why classifier C2

admitted Susan is that she passed the entrance exam and has a high
GPA (there are other reasons in this case). Moreover, we can say
that classifier C2 would still admit Susan even if she did not have a
high GPA because she passed the entrance exam and comes from

1 Will appear in proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Intel-
ligence (ECAI), Spain 2020.

2 University of California, Los Angeles, email: darwiche@cs.ucla.edu
3 University of California, Los Angeles, email: ahirth@cs.ucla.edu

Figure 1. OBDD C1 (left) and OBDD C2 (right). To classify an instance,
we start at the root OBDD node and repeat the following. If the feature we

are at is positive, we follow the solid edge, otherwise the dotted edge.

Figure 2. The structure of a Bayesian network classifier.

a rich hometown. Finally, we can say that classifier C2 is biased as
it can make biased decisions: ones that are based on protected fea-
tures. For example, it will make different decisions on two applicants
who have the same characteristics except that one comes from a rich
hometown and the other does not. We will also show that one can
sometimes prove classifier bias by inspecting the reasons behind one
of its unbiased decisions.

We will give formal definitions and justifications for the state-
ments exemplified above and show how to compute them algorith-
mically. As far as semantics, the main tool we will employ is the
classical notion of prime implicants [6, 25, 21, 26]. On the computa-
tional side, we will exploit tractable Boolean circuits [9] while pro-
viding some new fundamental results that further extend the reach of
these circuits to computing explanations.

This paper is structured as follows. We review prime implicants in
Section 2. We follow by introducing the notions of sufficient, nec-
essary and complete reasons in Sections 3–5. Counterfactual state-
ments about decisions are discussed in Section 6, followed by a dis-
cussion of decision and classifier bias in Section 7. We dedicate Sec-
tion 8 to algorithms that compute the introduced notions while illus-
trating them using a case study in Section 9. We finally close with
some concluding remarks in Section 10.
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Explanation

Student

▶ Passed the entrance exam

▶ First time applicant

▶ No work experience

▶ High GPA

▶ Rich hometown

Counterfactual
Admission even without a high
GPA because they are from a
rich hometown

On The Reasons Behind Decisions1

Adnan Darwiche2 and Auguste Hirth3

Abstract. Recent work has shown that some common machine
learning classifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that have
the same input-output behavior. We present a theory for unveiling the
reasons behind the decisions made by Boolean classifiers and study
some of its theoretical and practical implications. We define notions
such as sufficient, necessary and complete reasons behind decisions,
in addition to classifier and decision bias. We show how these notions
can be used to evaluate counterfactual statements such as “a decision
will stick even if . . . because . . . .” We present efficient algorithms
for computing these notions, which are based on new advances on
tractable Boolean circuits, and illustrate them using a case study.

1 Introduction

Recent work has shown that some common machine learning clas-
sifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that make the same
decisions. This includes Bayesian network classifiers with discrete
features [2, 31] and some types of neural networks [32, 3]. Proposals
were also extended to explain and verify these numeric classifiers by
operating on their compiled circuits [30, 29]. We extend this previous
work by proposing a theory for reasoning about the decisions made
by classifiers and discus its theoretical and practical implications.

In the proposed theory, a classifier is a Boolean function. Its vari-
ables are called features, a particular input is called an instance and
the function output on some instance is called a decision. If the func-
tion outputs 1 on an instance, the instance and decision are said to
be positive; otherwise, they are negative. Figure 1 depicts a clas-
sifier (C1) for college admission, represented as an Ordered Binary
Decision Diagram (OBDD) [1]. This OBDD was compiled from the
Bayesian network (BN) classifier in Figure 2 using the algorithm
in [31]. The OBDD is guaranteed to make the same decision as the
BN classifier on every instance (same input-output behavior).

Our main goal is to explain the decisions made by a classifier on
specific instances by way of providing various insights into what
caused these decisions. Consider Susan who passed the entrance
exam, is a first-time applicant, has no work experience and a high
GPA. Susan will be admitted by classifier C1 depicted in Figure 1.
She also comes from a rich hometown and will be admitted by clas-
sifier C2 depicted in the same figure. We can say that Susan was ad-
mitted by classifier C1 because she passed the entrance exam and
has a high GPA. We can also say that one reason why classifier C2

admitted Susan is that she passed the entrance exam and has a high
GPA (there are other reasons in this case). Moreover, we can say
that classifier C2 would still admit Susan even if she did not have a
high GPA because she passed the entrance exam and comes from

1 Will appear in proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Intel-
ligence (ECAI), Spain 2020.

2 University of California, Los Angeles, email: darwiche@cs.ucla.edu
3 University of California, Los Angeles, email: ahirth@cs.ucla.edu

Figure 1. OBDD C1 (left) and OBDD C2 (right). To classify an instance,
we start at the root OBDD node and repeat the following. If the feature we

are at is positive, we follow the solid edge, otherwise the dotted edge.

Figure 2. The structure of a Bayesian network classifier.

a rich hometown. Finally, we can say that classifier C2 is biased as
it can make biased decisions: ones that are based on protected fea-
tures. For example, it will make different decisions on two applicants
who have the same characteristics except that one comes from a rich
hometown and the other does not. We will also show that one can
sometimes prove classifier bias by inspecting the reasons behind one
of its unbiased decisions.

We will give formal definitions and justifications for the state-
ments exemplified above and show how to compute them algorith-
mically. As far as semantics, the main tool we will employ is the
classical notion of prime implicants [6, 25, 21, 26]. On the computa-
tional side, we will exploit tractable Boolean circuits [9] while pro-
viding some new fundamental results that further extend the reach of
these circuits to computing explanations.

This paper is structured as follows. We review prime implicants in
Section 2. We follow by introducing the notions of sufficient, nec-
essary and complete reasons in Sections 3–5. Counterfactual state-
ments about decisions are discussed in Section 6, followed by a dis-
cussion of decision and classifier bias in Section 7. We dedicate Sec-
tion 8 to algorithms that compute the introduced notions while illus-
trating them using a case study in Section 9. We finally close with
some concluding remarks in Section 10.
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Explanation

Identification of bias

▶ Can make biased
decisions because some
Boolean variables are
protected

▶ The admission decision
will differ for two
candidates who differ just
on rich hometown

On The Reasons Behind Decisions1

Adnan Darwiche2 and Auguste Hirth3

Abstract. Recent work has shown that some common machine
learning classifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that have
the same input-output behavior. We present a theory for unveiling the
reasons behind the decisions made by Boolean classifiers and study
some of its theoretical and practical implications. We define notions
such as sufficient, necessary and complete reasons behind decisions,
in addition to classifier and decision bias. We show how these notions
can be used to evaluate counterfactual statements such as “a decision
will stick even if . . . because . . . .” We present efficient algorithms
for computing these notions, which are based on new advances on
tractable Boolean circuits, and illustrate them using a case study.

1 Introduction

Recent work has shown that some common machine learning clas-
sifiers can be compiled into Boolean circuits that make the same
decisions. This includes Bayesian network classifiers with discrete
features [2, 31] and some types of neural networks [32, 3]. Proposals
were also extended to explain and verify these numeric classifiers by
operating on their compiled circuits [30, 29]. We extend this previous
work by proposing a theory for reasoning about the decisions made
by classifiers and discus its theoretical and practical implications.

In the proposed theory, a classifier is a Boolean function. Its vari-
ables are called features, a particular input is called an instance and
the function output on some instance is called a decision. If the func-
tion outputs 1 on an instance, the instance and decision are said to
be positive; otherwise, they are negative. Figure 1 depicts a clas-
sifier (C1) for college admission, represented as an Ordered Binary
Decision Diagram (OBDD) [1]. This OBDD was compiled from the
Bayesian network (BN) classifier in Figure 2 using the algorithm
in [31]. The OBDD is guaranteed to make the same decision as the
BN classifier on every instance (same input-output behavior).

Our main goal is to explain the decisions made by a classifier on
specific instances by way of providing various insights into what
caused these decisions. Consider Susan who passed the entrance
exam, is a first-time applicant, has no work experience and a high
GPA. Susan will be admitted by classifier C1 depicted in Figure 1.
She also comes from a rich hometown and will be admitted by clas-
sifier C2 depicted in the same figure. We can say that Susan was ad-
mitted by classifier C1 because she passed the entrance exam and
has a high GPA. We can also say that one reason why classifier C2

admitted Susan is that she passed the entrance exam and has a high
GPA (there are other reasons in this case). Moreover, we can say
that classifier C2 would still admit Susan even if she did not have a
high GPA because she passed the entrance exam and comes from

1 Will appear in proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Intel-
ligence (ECAI), Spain 2020.

2 University of California, Los Angeles, email: darwiche@cs.ucla.edu
3 University of California, Los Angeles, email: ahirth@cs.ucla.edu

Figure 1. OBDD C1 (left) and OBDD C2 (right). To classify an instance,
we start at the root OBDD node and repeat the following. If the feature we

are at is positive, we follow the solid edge, otherwise the dotted edge.

Figure 2. The structure of a Bayesian network classifier.

a rich hometown. Finally, we can say that classifier C2 is biased as
it can make biased decisions: ones that are based on protected fea-
tures. For example, it will make different decisions on two applicants
who have the same characteristics except that one comes from a rich
hometown and the other does not. We will also show that one can
sometimes prove classifier bias by inspecting the reasons behind one
of its unbiased decisions.

We will give formal definitions and justifications for the state-
ments exemplified above and show how to compute them algorith-
mically. As far as semantics, the main tool we will employ is the
classical notion of prime implicants [6, 25, 21, 26]. On the computa-
tional side, we will exploit tractable Boolean circuits [9] while pro-
viding some new fundamental results that further extend the reach of
these circuits to computing explanations.

This paper is structured as follows. We review prime implicants in
Section 2. We follow by introducing the notions of sufficient, nec-
essary and complete reasons in Sections 3–5. Counterfactual state-
ments about decisions are discussed in Section 6, followed by a dis-
cussion of decision and classifier bias in Section 7. We dedicate Sec-
tion 8 to algorithms that compute the introduced notions while illus-
trating them using a case study in Section 9. We finally close with
some concluding remarks in Section 10.
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Stuart Russel

“I would say that language un-
derstanding at least in a simpli-
fied sense will become possible
in this decade. And I think it will
be a combination of deep learn-
ing with probabilistic program-
ming, with Bayesian and sym-
bolic methods.”
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Can Machines Think?

Jerome Wiesner
Special Assistant to the US
President for Science and
Technology

I suspect that if we come
back in 4 to 5 years I’ll say, sure,
they really do think.
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It’s Déjà Vu All Over Again
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Can Machines Think?

Edsger Dijkstra

The question of whether
machines can think is about
as relevant as the question of
whether submarines can swim.
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